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Naomi Sarna Travels to Tanzania,  
Hand Picks Her Next Masterpiece. 

 
Merelani Hills, Tanzania, March 5 2012 — AGTA Member Naomi Sarna, one of 
the world’s finest gemstone carvers and jewelry designers, is in Tanzania selecting 
a piece of tanzanite rough suitable to create another one of her masterpieces.  Ms. 
Sarna, who recently won First Place, Platinum Honors and Buyer’s Choice awards 
in the 2012 AGTA Spectrum Awards, intends to be inspired by her journey to 
tanzanite’s only source, the foothills of majestic Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania, 
East Africa.  As a guest of TanzaniteOne and the Tanzanite Foundation, Naomi 
will also perform a workshop in the surrounding local community, teaching a class 
of Masai ladies the technique of Wire Wrapping Jewelry making. 
 
The color of tanzanite, and its unique multi-dimensional hues, has triggered 
Naomi’s imagination to create a piece that would perfectly capture her passion for- 
and love of- all things celestial.  ‘L’Heure Bleue’ which is known to be the hour 
before sunrise or sunset on a perfect day, will be the name of this masterpiece. 
Naomi’s tanzanite carving will reveal the dazzling kaleidoscope synonymous with 
this unique gemstone and the colors of the sky at this special time of day.  

 

 
 

“Who can resist the unique depth of color that is tanzanite, no matter the 
shade.  It’s fascinating to me that after all these centuries, tanzanite was so 



 

recently discovered – the opportunity to work with such extraordinary 
material is a rare treat.” Naomi Sarna, 5 March 2012. 
 
About Tanzanite:  
Tanzanite, the rare and precious blue-violet gemstone, is one of the most 
intriguing and desirable treasures of modern times. It is found in only one place on 
earth, and experts agree that the chances of tanzanite being found anywhere else 
in the world are less that one in a million.  Its single source and finite supply mean 
that tanzanite is at least 1000 times more rare than diamonds.   
 
The color of tanzanite is so unusual  - it varies from deep dark blues to flattering 
shades of violet and periwinkle, pale blue, and mauve, especially in the smaller 
sizes.  Depending on how a stone has been cut, it will appear either more blue or 
violet.  Flashes of burgundy and cerise can be seen in the larger stones.    
 
The Tanzanite Foundation: 
A non-profit, trade organization dedicated to promoting and protecting tanzanite, 
The Tanzanite Foundation exists to strengthen and maintain confidence in 
tanzanite’s integrity, educate consumers on quality and rarity, and grow value for 
all participants in a dynamic tanzanite market. 
 
At the heart of their activities, The Tanzanite Foundation has sought to develop a 
tanzanite industry free from exploitation that truly benefits local Tanzanian 
communities.  To date, the Tanzanite Foundation has built two schools, a medical 
clinic and a community center, and pumps fresh water daily into the local 
community outside the tanzanite mining area.  A reverse osmosis plant has also 
been installed to prevent the local children’s teeth from turning brown from too 
much fluoride.   
 
TanzaniteOne Mining Ltd: 
TanzaniteOne is the world's largest and most scientifically advanced extractor and 
supplier of rough Tanzanite. Their unique position allows� it to support and 
influence the entire Tanzanite chain, from mine to market. 
 
Naomi Sarna: 
Naomi Sarna has received multiple honors for her work in the American Gem 
Trade Association Spectrum Awards and Cutting Edge competitions, and Lapidary 
Journal Jewelry Arts competition.  Her background in sculpture, painting, textiles, 
ceramic glazes, and enameling is revealed in her gem carvings and jewelry 
designs that are fluid, sensual, rich in color, and truly one-of-a-kind.  Naomi is 
based in New York City.   
 
For further details please contact Hayley Henning 
Hayley@tanzanitefoundation.org 

 

 


